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During the procedures to insert a Communication Driver or any subsequent 

modifications, you should configure its general settings appropriately for the devices it 

is intended to communicate with.   

A Wizard will provide the necessary configurations to insert a Communication Driver in 

a step by step guide using a few simple settings windows as described below.  To open 

these windows at a later date, simply double click on the Driver desired among those 

inserted and presented in the project's Drivers window, or use the "Open Settings" 

window which opens with a right mouse click. 

  

  

 

The Driver settings window is presented with three forms:  "General 

Settings", "Channels Settings" and "Stations Settings". Some of the 

parameters presented in the three setting forms are the same for all 

Drivers, while others are specific to each individual Driver and 

depend directly on the type of protocol used by the Driver in 

question. 

  

  

  

 
The "General Settings" form is used to define the Driver's general settings. The 

parameters on this form are: 

  

 
  
General Driver Settings Window. 

  

Aggregation Threshold 

This parameter determines the minimum threshold for fragmenting data packets 

exchanged with the device. When managing communications, the Driver automatically 

calculates (at project startup) the size and quantity of communication tasks to be 
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created based on the variables and addresses exchanged with the device. The 

Supervisor will try to optimise communications by aggregating a major amount of data 

possible into one unique task. When data are connected in addresses at a distance from 

each other, this value determines the 'distance' between the addresses that consents 

the Driver to decide whether a new task should be created for the subsequent data 

block. 

When�this�value�is�set�to�“zero”,�no�aggregation�will�be�executed�and�a�task�will�be�

created for each Tag.  When this value is set to 'one', only those tags with consecutive 

addresses will be aggregated.  When set with a value higher than 'one', those tags that 

point to addresses which have been set a distance lower than the set value, will be 

aggregated. 

  

Aggregation Limit 

This parameter is used to specify the maximum number of bytes which can be 

aggregated per communication task.  When left set at 'zero', the Driver will use the 

maximum value set by the selected protocol instead. This value will need to be changed 

when using devices whose maximum number of bytes to be exchanged with one 

individual task is lower than the protocol's limit. 

  

Synch at Startup 

This option determines the synchronization between the project logic and Driver 

communication at project startup. When this option is enabled, Movicon will wait until 

the input or input/output communication tasks have been executed once before 

processing the project's logic and  basic scripts. 

Even though this option will cause the project to take longer to startup, it will 

nevertheless ensure that logic is executed with the most "updated" input values. 

  

Enable Statistic 

When this option is enabled, the Driver will keep statistics on the amount of data 

exchanged with the device, such as the number of tasks executed, number of variable in 

use, etc. 

  

  

  

 
The "Channel Settings" form is used to define which Channel the Drivers will use for 

communications. The Channel parameters which are common to all Drivers and the 

"Demo" driver are described below. The other parameters differ according to the type of 

protocol used by the Driver. For instance, if using a serial Driver, the COM port 

configuration parameters, such as "Baudrate" and "Stop Bit" for example, will be 

presented. On the other hand, if using an Ethernet Driver, the TCP/IP communication 

configuration parameters will be presented.  More than one communication Channel 

can also be entered in the one same Driver when different devices are to be 

communicated with. Therefore, in cases such as this, each Channel must have different 

connection settings, such as different IP addresses or COM ports for example. 

When selecting the "Channel Settings" form using the appropriate buttons, Channels 

can be added  (Add Channel), deleted (Delete selecting the Channel) or edited (Edit 

Channel by selecting Channel or double clicking it). 
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Window used for setting Driver channels 

  

One or more Stations can be inserted in each Channel as described in the paragraph 

on  "Station Settings". 

  

The general channel properties are: 

  

Name 

Name that identifies the Channel corresponding to the device to be communicated 

with. Each channel defined for the same Driver must have a different and unique name. 

  

Wait Time 

Wait time in milliseconds between the execution of one communication task and the 

next (data blocks). The default value is set at '0' (no pause). This '0' default value may 

have to be changed for devices that require a waiting time between each subsequent 

interrogation  (i.e. low performing devices). 

  

Timeout 

Defines the time-out value in milliseconds. When expired, the Driver will notify the time-

out of incoming communications. This time-out refers to incoming requested device 

data. 

  

Schedule Time 

This parameter, expressed in milliseconds, determines the minimum execution time of 

each individual data update task when variables are in use. 

The zero value means that data will be updated with the highest velocity possible based 

on the number of listed tasks to be executed. 

Higher values can be used, such as 10000 for instance, for data which do not need 

updating quickly. 
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Polling not in Use Time 

This parameter, expressed in milliseconds, forces data updating of each individual task 

even when variables are not in use, by establishing a refresh time. For example, setting 

this value at 10000 (being 10 seconds), means that the task will be executed with a 

minimum time of 10 seconds even when variables are not in use. 

  

 

When this parameter is set at '0', the tasks will not be executed if the variables 

are not in use. When this parameter is set with a different value, all variables 

that not in use with input or input/output tasks will be updated in read 

according to frequency set by value. This mechanism may slow down 

communications when a high number of variables are being dealt with. 

  

Polling in Error Time 

This parameter, expressed in milliseconds, represents the time during which tasks will 

not be executed for the station in error. Therefore when a stations goes into error, the 

Driver will wait the duration of time set here before retrying. 

  

State command variable 

Assigning a name to a supervisor numeric variable (Byte type recommended) to this 

property, it will be possible to control the communication status of the selected channel. 

  

Bit 0 

(State) 

 Connection channel: 

0 = connected 

1 = not connected 

Bit 1 

(State) 

 Primary host error  state: 

0 = Active 

1 = Inactive 

Bit 2 

(State) 

 Backup host error  state: 

0 = Active 

1 = Inactive 

Bit 3 

(State) 

 Connected host: 

0 = active 

1 = inactive 

  

  

  

 
State command variable 

When assigning this property with the name of a numeric variable from the Supervisor 

(Byte type recommended), you will be able to verify the selected station's 

communication status.  The following table describes what the different variable bit 

types represent: 

  

Bit 0 

(State) 

 Connection channel: 

0 = connected 

1 = not connected 

Bit 1 

(State) 

 Primary host error  state: 

0 = Active 

1 = Inactive 
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Bit 2 

(State) 

 Backup host error  state: 

0 = Active 

1 = Inactive 

Bit 3 

(State) 

 Connected host: 

0 = active 

1 = inactive 

Bit 4 

(Command) 

Commands communication switch 

over from primary station to backup 

station or vice versa. 

  

Host Name 

This is used to enter the IP address of the Server or network device to be connected to. 

Example: 192.168.0.1; localhost; Server1 

  

 

In cases where a connection requiring user authentication (User name and 

password) is used, the name of the computer, to be connected to, must be 

entered and not its IP address.  

  

Host Port 

This is the number of the server's or device's TCP port to be connected to.  This value 

completes�the�device’s�IP�address.  For example, the 502 port is always used for the 

TCP-IP Modbus (as established by the protocol). Please refer to the relevant 

documentation for port details for other device types. 

  

Backup host name 

This is the address of the Backup Server.  The driver will try to connect to the Backup 

Server address entered here when it is unable to communicate with the primary 

server.  Basically, this is redundancy mode handled at driver level.  Likewise, if 

communications with the Backup Server are interrupted, the driver will try to reconnect 

to the primary server and so forth.   

This field accepts the name of one Server or a list of Servers separated by the ";" 

character.  The list of servers permits the driver to handle several Backup Servers in 

cyclic mode so that if one server should become unavailable, the next one on the list of 

backup servers will automatically takeover.  Once the last server on the list has been 

reached, the driver will start at the top of the list by reconnecting to the Primary Server 

again.   

  

Change host time-out 

This is the time in milliseconds that is used by the driver to connect to another Server 

when the one it is communicating with becomes unavailable. 

  

Read Time-out 

Default Value is 2000. 

Sets�the�“Timeout”�(in�read)�in�milliseconds.� When exceeded, the driver notifies a time-

out upon communication reception.  The time-out refers to data received.  
  

Write Time-out 

Default Value is 2000. 

Sets�the�“Timeout”�(in�write)�in�milliseconds.� When exceeded, the driver notifies a time-

out upon communication reception.  The time-out refers to data received.  
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For further information please refer to the general settings chapter on "Channel 

Settings" 

  

  

  

 
Keep opened 

When enabled, the Communication port will always remain open during 

communications. 

  

Port 

Defines the COM serial port number to be used for communications. 

  

 

Make sure that no conflicts occur in Windows when using ports.  For 

example, when installing the Com3 and Com4 ports you will need to check 

whether the assigned address and IRQ are compatible with the PC 

configuration.  It is advised that you use addressable serial cards for this. 

  

Baud Rate 

Defines the communication serial baud rate.  The baud rate value will need to 

correspond to that of the device to be communicated with.   

  

Data Bits 

This defines the number of bytes required by the communication protocol of interest. 

  

Parity 

This defines the parity type required by the communication protocol of interest. 

  

Stop Bits 

This defines number of Stop Bits required by the communication protocol of interest. 

  

Handshake 

This defines the handshake (also known as flow control) for the type of communication 

used.  In�particular,�it�negotiates�with�the�connected�device’s�serial�port�the�required�

communication flow level needed.  The�driver�sets�“None”�for�default�which�means�no�

handshake is needed, however it might be necessary to select a handshake type (e.g. in 

cases�for�signalling�errors�with�code�“1”)�according�to�the�device�used. 

  

The options are: 

  

· None: No Handshake needed. No flow control type is required by the protocol. 

· Xon/Xoff: handshake type is Xon/Xoff. 

· RTS : sets the serial for toggling the RTS control signal, meaning that the serial 

maintains a high signal as long as there are characters to be transmitted.   

· RTS XOnXOff: sets the handshake (flow control) to NONE and set the serial for 

disabling the RTS signal managment. 

  

RTS Enable 

This selects the RS232 signal used for controlling the transmission direction.  The 

possible values are: None (default value), RTS and  DTR. 

  

DTR Enable 
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This selects the RS232 signal used for controlling the transmission direction.  The 

possible values are: None (default value), RTS and DTR. 

  

RX Timeout 

This defines the time-out value in milliseconds.  When this value is exceeded, the driver 

will notify the communication time-out in reception. 

This time-out refers to the reception of the requested data. 

  

TX Timeout 

This defines the time-out value in milliseconds.  When this value is exceeded, the driver 

will notify the communication time-out in transmission. 

This timeout refers to the data transmission. 

  

State command variable 

By assigning the name of a numeric variable of the Supervisor (Byte type recommended) 

to this property, it is possible to check the communication  state  with the selected 

station. See the following table for the meaning of the variable bits. 

  

Bit 0 

(State) 

 Connection channel: 

0 = connected 

1 = in Error 

  

  

For further information please refer to the general settings chapter on "Channel 

Settings" 

  

  

  

 
Once a Channel has been defined you can insert the Station, that is to be used by the 

Driver for communicating, in the "Channel Setting" form.  The Station must be 

associated to a Communication Channel.  To add a Station, select the Channel and 

activate the "Add Station" command. To delete a Station simply select it and use the 

Delete command.  To edit the station's parameters, select the Station and double click 

or use the "Edit" command to open the edit window. 
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Window used for setting Driver Stations 

  

The general station properties are: 

  

Name 

Name which identifies the Station corresponding to the device to be communicated 

with. If more than one Station is defined for the one same Driver, the name of each 

Station must be unique to that Station. 

  

Channel 

Name that identifies the Channel to be associated to the Station. The Channel can be 

selected from those already defined in the Driver. In most cases a different Channel is 

associated to each Station, but in specific cases it may be necessary to associate the 

same Channel to different Stations. 

  

Simulation Interval (ms) 

This parameter is only available for the Driver Demo and is used for defining the Driver 

value simulation time. 

  

Max Retry Before Error 

This parameter is used for defining the number of errors to be reached before Driver 

notifies communication error. When communication disturbances occur, the internal 

meter consents attempts to re-establish communications before sending an error 

warning. Once the set number of retries has been reached, an error warning  will be 

issued  by the Driver. 
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State command variable 

By assigning the name of a numeric variable of the Supervisor (Byte type recommended) 

to this property, it will be possible to control the selected station's communication  state 

and enable/disable (start/stop) communications with this station. 

See the following table on variable bits. Please note that some bits can only be used to 

check the state of the station, while other bits can only be used to set the state of the 

station (commands). 

  

 

The variable's bit 1 can be used to check and modify the station's 

Active/Inactive state 

  

Bit 0 

(State) 

 Communication State: 

0 = Ok 

1 = Error 

Bit 1 

(State/Command) 

 Station State: 

0 = Active/Enable 

1 = Inactive/Disable 

  

  

  

  

 
In this session on Variables we are going to configure the various properties that 

connect�our�driver�to�variables�by�means�of�the�“I/O�Physical�Address”�  

  

Connection Type 

This selection of connection options is used to set the execution type to assign to the 

task. 

The options are: 

  

Input 

This�option�defines�the�connection�task�type�as�‘Input�Only’. 

Therefore,�when�variables�are�in�use,�the�driver�will�poll�the�device’s�associated�

addresses in input mode and transfer them to the desired project variables.   

  

InputOutput 

This�option�defines�the�connection�task�type�as�‘Input-Output’.�  

 

Therefore,�when�the�variables�are�in�use,�the�driver�will�poll�the�device’s�associated�

addresses�in�input�mode�and�transfer�them�to�the�desired�project’s�variables.�  

 

In cases where variable values are changed by the Supervisor, the driver will execute a 

data output towards the device then return to Input mode. 

  

ExceptionOutput 

This�option�defines�the�connection�task�type�as�‘Output�Only’�to�manage�output�on�

exception.  This meaning only when data change.   

  

UnconditionalOutput 

This�option�defines�the�connection�task�type�as�‘Read�Only’�to�manage�continuous�input�

independently from any data changes taking place. 
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Station 

Name that identifies the station corresponding to the device with which to 

communicate.  At least one station must be defined in the relevant settings card. 

When several stations have been defined, you must select the one, with which the task 

is to be executed, from with this box. 

  

Swap Byte 

This option inverts�‘word’�data�type�bytes.� Therefore data connected between 

Supervisor�and�the�device�with�‘high’�bytes�will�be�swapped�with�‘low’�bytes�and�vice-

versa�for�each�of�the�task’s�word�type�data. 

  

Swap Word 

This option inverts double word data types with other double word data 

types.  Therefore data connected between the Supervisor and device will be swapped 

over�from�‘high’�word�to�‘low’�word�data�types�and�vice-versa�for�each�of�the�task’s�

double word data type. 

Run Script at Startup 

This property is only�valid�for�‘In��InputOutput��or��ExceptionOutput��tasks.�When�set�to�

"True", the task will be executed in output at project startup. 

  

Element Number 

This property allows you to manage the conversion of data read by the device in respect 

to the one defined in the supervisor.  

  

 

Element number is not managed by OPC Client and EIB. 

  

  

· In cases where the data type to be read by the device (defined in the physical address) 

is the same data type defined in the supervisor, the user will have to set the Element 

Number = 0 (default value). 

  

· In cases where the data type defined in the supervisor is greater (being the number of 

occupied bytes), the user will have to set the Element Number  = 1; by doing so, the 

number of elements will be calculated to use for reading/writing the data (of the same 

type indicated in the physical address of the tag from the device) based on the bytes of 

the data type defined in the supervisor. 

  

E.g.  Supervisor Variable : Int32 (4 bytes) Device Variable : Int (2 byte) Register No. of 

read elements : 2 

E.g.  Supervisor Variable : Float (4 bytes) Device Variable : Int (2 byte) Register No. of 

read elements : 2  

E.g.  Supervisor Variable : Double (8 bytes) Device Variable : Int (2 byte) Register No. of 

read elements : 4 

  

 

N.B.: for Float/Double data types defined in the supervisor, data exchanged 

with the device will always be integer values (to scale data use the 'scaling' 

functions defined in the Engineering Unit  within the supervisor's tag).   

  

· In cases in which the data type defined in the supervisor is smaller than the device's 

data type  (being the numb or occupied bytes) the Element Number value indicates 

which portion of the device's data to assign to the variables defined in the supervisor.  
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Eg. Device Variable  : Int (2 byte) Register eg. Supervisor Supervisor : Bool Elements 

Number = 5 : identifies the bit 5 

  

Conditional Variable 

This is used to associate a project variable whose state will determine the conditioned 

execution of the communication task. 

You can use the selection button, on the top right border, to select any one of the 

variables�(Tags)�that�were�previously�inserted�in�the�project’s�RealTime�Database�

resource. 

The�variable�(of�any�type)�will�condition�the�task’s�execution:�when�set�at�a�value�

‘different�from�zero’�(><�0)�the�communication�task�will�be�executed�by�the�driver. 

  

 

Once the task execution has terminated successfully, the 

driver will automatically set the associated variable value 

to zero. 

 

  


